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Overview
1. If you can understand the one quadrant chopper topology perfectly, then you 

can easily understand the two quadrant chopper which is just a combination 
of one quadrant chopper.

2. Four quadrant chopper is just a combination of two quadrant chopper.

3. We will review electrical & mechanical characteristics of above choppers 
and review the DC machine at the same time.

4. Next tutorial, Oct. 28th, will be Q&A session covering all contents that we 
learned so that you can prepare the Midterm. Questions sent to me by 
Wednesday, Oct. 26th will be answered. 

5. All questions are welcomed!! 

wonbae@ece.ubc.ca



Review of Magnetic circuit (Module 1) 



One Quadrant DC-DC Converter (Module 2&3)



One Quadrant DC-DC Converter
1. Electrical Analysis (Voltage & Current)

- Voltage & Current equation

- Average value of Voltage at the terminal of DC machine



One Quadrant DC-DC Converter
2. Mechanical Analysis (Speed & Torque)

- Speed & Torque equation

- Average value of Voltage at the terminal of DC machine



One Quadrant DC-DC Converter
3. Operation Mode (Motor)



Two Quadrant DC-DC Converter (Half-bridge)
Note that the control signal for the two power transistors (switches) are of a PWM type and COMPLEMENTARY!!! 



Two Quadrant DC-DC Converter
1. Electrical Analysis (Voltage & Current)

- Duty Ratio

- Voltage & Current Equation

a. Cycle 1 & 4: Same as one quadrant chopper during ton interval

b. Cycle 2 & 3: Same as one quadrant chopper during toff interval

- Average value of Voltage at the terminal of DC machine

- Average value of Current at the terminal of DC machine is approximately at halfway 
between Imax and Imin.



Two Quadrant DC-DC Converter
2. Mechanical Analysis (Speed & Torque)

- The same as Quadrant DC-DC Converter

3. Operation Mode (Motor & Braking)

- Motor mode (I0 > 0)
Producing the positive electromagnetic torque in the same direction as the rotation speed.

- Braking mode (I0 < 0)

The duty ratio of two transistors are suddenly modified so that the DC output voltage is less
than back EMF. Then, the average current of the machine becomes negative as below;

The negative current causes a negative electromagnetic torque in opposition to the rotational
movement, with the significance of a braking torque which will decrease the motor speed.
Therefore, the DC machine operates in braking mode as a DC generator. This technique is
essential in the controlled electrical drive systems since we obtain short response times for
speed adjustment.



Four Quadrant DC-DC Converter (Full-bridge)



Four Quadrant DC-DC Converter
1. Electrical Analysis (Voltage & Current)

- Duty Ratio

- Voltage & Current Equation

a. Cycle 1 & 4: Same as one quadrant chopper during ton interval

b. Cycle 2 & 3: v0(t) = - Vd

- Average value of Voltage at the terminal of DC machine

- Average value of Current at the terminal of DC machine is approximately at halfway 
between Imax and Imin.



Four Quadrant DC-DC Converter
2. Mechanical Analysis (Speed & Torque)

- The same as two Quadrant DC-DC Converter

3. Operation Mode (Motor & Braking)

- Reversible property:
DC motor can be turned in both directions with variable speed adjustment.

- Bidirectionality:

DC motor can be accelerated, rotated and braked in both rotating directions.


